MEMORIAL SERVICE
FOR SISTER BHARATI, SINGAPORE
16 NOVEMBER 2019
The Singapore family held a beautiful memorial service honouring her life and her
remarkable contribution towards the Brahmin family and community on
Saturday, 16 November 2019. Charlie bhai from Australia was specially invited
to grace this occasion as the guest speaker.
The memorial service was attended by well over 160 BKs,
immediate family members, friends, acquaintances and
members of the Hindu Endowments Board. The first
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segment of the observance ceremony began with a series of tribute speeches from
senior BKs , along with close friends of the Centre, who shared insightful details
about Bharati behn’s working style, her down-to-earth personality, and the
camaraderie she shared with her service companions on and off the field of service.

A touching video which chronicled Sister Bharati’s life, from her youthful days to the birth of her Brahmin
life and up to her last engagement as the National Coordinator was screened. It was indeed very inspiring for the
Brahmin family to know the determination and will power it took for her to inaugurate and sustain the centre, putting
aside worldly aspirations.
Bharati behn’s niece and nephew also graciously shared their heartfelt feelings about her and
reminisced fond moments of the childhood they shared with their favourite aunt. Mr Ganesan, who
represented the Hindu Endowments Board, recounted her contribution as a trustee of the Sivadas-HEB
Trust Fund.
Charlie bhai’s talk culminated the 2-hour long
programme with his description of Bharati
behn’s role as the National Coordinator and
the values that she stood for. He conducted powerful
meditation where everyone remained in Godly remembrance
and silently expressed their personal heartfelt thanks to
Bharati behn as the soul was sent on her onward eternal
journey. With the atmosphere charged with peaceful and
loving vibrations, all souls were given the opportunity to pen
down their sincere wishes for her on mini paper-hearts and
pin them on to a giant heart placed at the front of the stage.
Once again, we would like to thank everyone who made
Bharati behn’s memorial service significant with their

presence, tribute messages, love and empowering thoughts. Special thanks to Charlie bhai who rendered his valuable
time to be with the Singapore family to celebrate the life and achievements of our beloved sister.
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